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Collimated outflows are a common feature observed in many astrophysical systems including xray binaries (XRBs), active galactic nuclei (AGN), young stellar objects (YSOs) and gamma ray
bursts (GRBs). Emission from such jets extends over the whole electromagnetic spectrum and
is a proxy of the nature and activity of the central engine. To constrain the physics of jets both
magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) and radiative transfer (RT) calculations are needed. However,
numerical simulations cannot handle full MHD+RT calculations on a useful timescale for fitting
procedures. Hence, to fit and interpret observational data, semi-analytical models are required,
such as the improved AGNJET code that we will discuss here.The AGNJET code [1] evaluates the
emission from a multi-zone jet consisting of a nozzle followed by a quasi-isothermal conical expanding region. During the expansion a portion of the electrons can be re-accelerated, through a
process that commences at a distance from the black hole (BH) determined by observational constraints. In this updated version of AGNJET ( [2], [3], hereafter CC17b and CR17, respectively),
the inverse Compton component is evaluated allowing for multiple inverse Compton scatterings
and pair production/annihilation. Together with other upgrades like electron cooling, such new
features can help break the degeneracy between synchrotron-dominated and Compton-dominated
spectral energy distributions of black hole disk/jet systems. I will also discuss the coupling of
AGNJET with the semi-analytic, relativistic MHD model developed by [4–6] and [7, hereafter
CC17a], aimed at constraining a subset of the input parameters based on self-consistent MHD
calculations for the jet nozzle.This new version of AGNJET calculates the jet velocity profile and
geometry self-consistently with ideal-MHD and includes a more accurate treatment of jet morphologies and dynamics, and the relevant physical processes.
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1. Introduction

2. Model development
In the original version of the AGNJET model, mildly-relativistic, bipolar jets are launched from
the immediate proximity of the BH, As the thin outer disk transition into a thick inner disk, the outflows are generated at some radius close to the inner part of the thicker disk, as seen in simulations.
The jets receive a fraction of the total accretion power, assumed to be roughly equally divided between internal (magnetic and thermal) and kinetic (cold protons) contributions. The details of the
disk/jet connection are largely unknown, therefore the base of the jet is defined as a collimated,
cylindrical nozzle region acting as a corona, where ionized relativistic plasma resides. From the
sonic nozzle free electrons are driven away from the compact object whilst they cool via syn1
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Black holes (BHs) are subjects of a great deal of fruitful astrophysical phenomena, heavily
shaping the systems they belong to through accretion/ejection of the available matter. Due to their
large mass span, from stellar mass to billions of solar masses, BHs are found in systems of very
different scales, such as X-ray binaries (XRBs) and active galactic nuclei (AGN). Material provided by a donor star or by the innermost regions of galaxies feeds the nearby BH through an
accretion disk structure. A significant fraction of the accretion power can be carried away by collimated, relativistic outflows, and deposited into the surroundings, affecting the environment up to
very large distances from the BH (e.g. [8] and [9] for examples of effects at different scales). The
accretion disk and associated jets emit radiation over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from
radio to γ-rays, exchanging the dominant role across different states of their evolution (e.g. [10]).
XRBs are subject to rapid changes over timescales of days to months, while AGN are thought to
go through equivalent stages over cycles of up to potentially millions of years [11]. Dedicated multiwavelength observing campaigns have shown us that XRBs and AGN exhibit many of the same
features, as suggested and tested by [12], [13] and [14], among others, indicating that the physics
of accretion may be mass-invariant. This is driving an effort focused on developing models capable
of describing both XRBs and AGN. Accretion/ejection phenomena can be modelled with general
relativistic magneto-hydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations (e.g. [15]), although the lack of crucial
ingredients such as a basic radiative treatment makes a direct test against observational data a very
hard goal to achieve. On the other hand, several semi-analytical models for emission from disk/jet
have been proposed, such as [16], [17], [18], [19], however none of them contain a self-consistent
treatment of the geometry and the dynamics through MHD calculations. Therefore, a natural alternative comes from semi-analytical relativistic MHD (RMHD) models ( [4–6], SSCC17a) coupled
with fairly accurate radiative transfer models, which can handle spectral fitting within a reasonable
computational time.
We describe here the most recent developments of the AGNJET model for jet emission. First
presented in [20], the model was originally based on a series of papers [21–23] providing the
dynamics, and later upgraded in [1] and [24]. AGNJET has been successfully applied in multiwavelength spectral fitting of several XRBs and LLAGN, as in the recent [25, 26] and CR17. Further changes to basic assumptions of the model have been described in Crumley et al. 2017, from
here on C17, as well to the radiative processes happening in the jet in CR17 and CC17b.
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chrotron radiation and synchrotron-self Compton (SSC). Beyond the nozzle, the jet is expanding
almost freely whilst maintaining a quasi-constant temperature. Although the mechanism responsible for keeping the jet in a quasi-isothermal state for its entire extent has yet to be determined
(e.g. [27]), it is treated as an assumption motivated by observational requirements, as described in
C17.
In order to explain the appearance of an optically thin power-law of particles, a shock region
is invoked, the location of which is a free parameter in the model, determined by fitting to the
data. Within the shock region a fraction of the electrons are reaccelerated into a power-law while
radiating non-thermal synchrotron photons. The jet is divided up into segments (Fig. 1, left panel)
and the final spectrum is calculated as a sum of the contribution of each segment. The total spectrum
is formed by the several radiative processes at play (Fig. 1, right panel). Although already relatively
complex, AGNJET was lacking several key features required to make it more physically accurate,
such as the effect of electron cooling on the post-shock synchrotron radiation which has been
implemented only recently by CR17. Another key limitation of the current model exists in the
single-scattering limit of the SSC process and the absence of an even rough estimation of the
contribution of pair creation/annihilation near the base of the jet. It is worth noticing that a partial
treatment of the pairs was introduced by [24], but then dropped in later versions of the model
because it was found to be relevant only for high-luminosity sources.
In the forthcoming paper by CC17b, we remove the single-scattering limitation and we reinstate the estimation of pair production and annihilation rates as it was in [24]. We define the
photon spectrum emerging from a jet segment, i, filled by hot leptonic plasma, as the sum of ksingle-scattering Comptonization orders as follows
∞

f (x)i = ∑ fi,k (x),

(2.1)

k

where each term fi,k (x) is the spectrum of the k-scattered photons produced in the ith-segment [28].
2
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Figure 1: Left: Schematic view of AGNJET ’s morphology. At the base there is a cylindrical nozzle, then the
jet starts to expand almost freely. The region upstream with respect to the shock (red segment) is referred
to as pre-shock region, while the segments located downstream are collectively called post-shock region.
The extent of the nozzle as well as the position of the shock are free parameters of the model. Right:
Components of AGNJET . The total spectrum (solid black line) is composed by several components: a preshock synchrotron spectrum (dot-dot-dashed purple line), a synchrotron-self Compton (dot-dashed green
line), a post-shock synchrotron (dashed yellow line) and a thermal disk component (dotted blue line).
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Within each segment, the code operates in multiple-scattering mode (MIC)or in single-scattering
mode (SIC) depending on the value of the Compton parameter, y, as described in [29]. We adopt
the definition given by [30], which is
yi = A max τi2 , τi



(2.2)

where Θi = kB Te /(me c2 ) is the dimensionless electron temperature and τi is the Thompson opti
cal depth of the i-th segment and A = 16 Θ2i + 4 Θi + 1 is the amplification factor. Due to the
assumptions made within AGNJET , the code is suitable for fitting low luminosity sources with
emission from a relativistic jet, and we found ourselves in the domain where A is large and τi  1.
Therefore, if multiple scatterings are important, only the first few orders (1 < k < 3 − 5) might be
relevant, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. Considering also that we want to optimize the computational time as much as possible, we stop the iterations at k = 10 (see e.g. [31]). However, we
are still completing the tests and working on alternative possibilities for the convergence criterion.
As for the pairs, at present, we provide a comparison of the lepton number density, n, photon
number density, nph , pair annihilation rate, ṅpa ∼ hvσ in2 , and pair production rate, ṅpp ∼ σT c n2ph ,
for the first few segments of the jet and use it as flag to interpret our best fit parameter values. However, efforts are being put into implementing a more self-consistent treatment of such warnings.
Most recently, we have been working on a new, and much more physically self-consistent
dynamical model for jets. We are in the process of implementing a new algorithm to solve r-selfsimilar RMHD equations describing the morphology and the dynamics of relativistic jets. Starting
from the equations given in [6], in CC17a we calculated the exact contributions of the gravitational
potential (for a Newtonian and a Paczyńsky-Wiita potential) in the gravity terms, and we developed
a new scheme for the integration of the system. We show that the correction of the gravitational
3
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Figure 2: Left: An example of the different output spectra for the two operation modes, multiple (dot-dotdot-dashed purple line) and single scattering (dashed blue line), for the same set of input parameters. The
dotted green line and the long-dashed light blue line are the second and third orders, respectively. The dashed
dark blue line is the total SSC spectrum, while the dot-dashed orange line is the pre-shock synchrotron, the
dot-dot-dashed yellow line is the post-shock synchrotron and the solid black line is the total spectrum. Right:
Height of the jet spectral break as a function of the magnetic energy density at the base of the jet. Possible jet
solutions are shown as crosses. For clarity, we only show a small subset of solutions (further solutions exist
on finer scales, as well as for different combinations of jet parameters). Separate lines represents different
efficiencies for channelling material into the jet from the accretion inflow, parametrized in the quantity σM
as defined in [32].
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potential functions significantly affects several properties of the solutions, particularly the geometry
of the jet. From a partial exploration of the highly dimensional parameter space, we cannot yet
infer general characteristics of jet solutions for any value and combination of the free parameters.
However we can map and label the solutions we have so far to determine the strategy for current and
future studies, targeted to applications to astrophysical objects (Fig. 2, right panel) in combination
with AGNJET .

3. Conclusions
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